一、語法測驗（計 10 題，每題 2 分，共 20 分）

說明：下列 1 至 10 題，每題均有四個底下劃線的選項，分別用 (A)(B)(C)(D) 加以標示，其中有一個是錯誤的，請將該錯誤的選項選出來。

1. Accounting procedures can be development for any type of organization, not simply for profit-making concerns.
   (A) profit-making concerns. (B) (C) (D)

2. A letter of credit is often used to companies to finance the movement of goods between countries.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

3. Financial problems beset many of the early museums in the United States and caused its closure.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

4. Gold, considered a precious metal, is used industrial in significant quantities.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

5. Inflation is the major problem affecting the people, the government, and the economics.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

6. This estimate of spending will hardly keep pace with even the most optimistic projections of inflation for the four-years period.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

7. According to a recent report, the amount of sugar what Americans consume does not vary significantly from year to year.
   (A) what (B) (C) (D)

8. Per capita income is a nation's entire income dividing by the number of people in the nation.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

9. My mother contemporarily makes me do my homework before I go web-surfing every night.
   (A) (B) (C) (D)

10. A professional wine taster must rely on taste, sight, and smelling to determine the quality of a wine.
    (A) (B) (C) (D)
二、 句子结构与文意测验（计 20 题，每题 2 分，共 40 分）

说明：下列 11 至 30 题，每题均有四个答案，请将最正确的一个答案选出。

11. No one is completely sure _______ causes booms and depressions in free economies.
   (A) how (B) whom (C) what (D) why

12. Impressionist artists tried _______ transitory visual impressions of the real world.
   (A) to capture (B) capture it (C) to capture it (D) captures

13. Traveling overseas gives us _______ into the culture of other nations.
   (A) tranquility (B) qualification (C) insight (D) transition

14. Analysts said that the current price of the company’s common stock will remain _______.
   (A) unchanged (B) unchange (C) unchanging (D) discharged

15. Most airlines offer _______ programs in which passengers accumulate miles over time; when
   they have earned enough miles, they receive free tickets.
   (A) managerial (B) statistical (C) beneficial (D) promotional

16. _______, he would have signed his name in the corner.
   (A) If he painted that picture (B) If he paints that picture (C) If he had painted that picture (D) If
   he would have painted that picture

17. _______, William Shakespeare is the most widely known.
   (A) With all writers in English (B) All writers in English (C) All of the writers in English (D) Of
   all writers in English

18. In the United States Senate, _______, regardless of population, is equally represented.
   (A) each state (B) where each state (C) each state that is (D) for each state

19. Although wages increase regularly, _______.
   (A) also expenses increase (B) so do expenses (C) expense were increased too (D) they are
   increased the same as expenses

20. Author Elliot thoroughly understood the society _______.
   (A) he had grown up (B) which he grown up (C) in which he had grown up (D) he had grown
   up in it

21. Technology promotes democracy -- the exact opposite of what Orwell _______. The fax machine
   helped bring down communism, and the Net makes state control of information impossible.
   (A) contradicted (B) foresaw (C) encouraged (D) transcended

22. The traditional goal of science is to discover how things are, not how they ought _______.
   (A) are (B) be (C) can be (D) to be

23. California relies heavily on income from fruit crops, and _______.
   (A) so does Florida (B) Florida is as well (C) Florida also (D) Florida too
24. Anyone _______ receiving information about the organization should write to the secretary.
(A) interesting in (B) interested to (C) interested in (D) interesting of

25. He is the man _______ I know I can trust.
(A) whom (B) who (C) whose (D) that

26. Johnson works as an _______ in a Silicon Valley High-tech firm.
(A) executor (B) executive (C) example (D) enclosure

27. Cash is the standard _______ of exchange and thus provides the basis for measuring all financial statement accounts.
(A) function (B) plan (C) hierarchy (D) medium

28. Research and Development costs are incurred to generate _______ in future periods through the creation of new products or processes.
(A) pronunciation (B) revenue (C) capital (D) amortization

29. The risk-free return is the annual return you could receive by _______ in a riskless security.
(A) investing (B) invested (C) investment (D) having invested

30. If the United States had not entered the Second World War, probably the 1940 unemployment rate of 14% _______ still further.
(A) would rise (B) would risen (C) would have risen (D) had risen

三、閱讀測驗（計五題，每題 2 分，共 10 分）

Lexis-Nexis, a leader in the online research industry, has an immediate need for a director to lead efforts to determine and meet the information needs of customers in our worldwide markets, driving international market research and other activities with respect to news, financial, legal, and public records content. Candidates should have detailed knowledge of business information needs and resources with respect to one or more international regions, demonstrated through record of success as an information professional in a leadership position in a multinational corporation, as a licensing professional involved with global B-to-B content, as a journalist with well-rounded experience researching and covering overseas business enterprises, or in an equivalent professional capacity. 7+ years experience; MBA, MLS, or law degree preferred. High-level oral and written communications skills, analytical skills, and diplomatic skills.

31. This ad is targeting to recruit _______. (A) global business managers. (B) chief executive officers. (C) global financial officers. (D) local research managers.

32. What is the meaning of “B-to-B”? (A) Business to Business. (B) Bank to Bank. (C) Bluetooth to Bluetooth. (D) Bank to Bankruptcy.
33. Which of the following is less likely to be hired by this recruiting company? (A) An international lawyer. (B) A newspaper reporter. (C) A licensing director in McDonald’s. (D) A TV varieties show host.

A currency’s value in the world marketplace reflects whether individuals and governments are interested in using it to make purchases or investments, or in holding it as a source of long-term security. If demand is high, its value increases in relation to the value of other currencies. If it’s low, the reverse occurs. Some currencies, like the U.S. dollar and the Swiss franc, are relatively stable in price, reflecting an underlying financial and political stability. Some other currencies experience wild or rapid changes in value, the signs of economies in turmoil as the result of runaway inflation, deflation, defaults on loan agreements, serious balance-of-trade deficits or economic policies that seem unlikely to resolve the problems.

34. If one nation has defaulted an international loan agreement, its currency value, in relation to U.S. dollar, probably would be (A) on the rise. (B) down. (C) unchanged. (D) kept secret.

35. Under current situation, which of the following currencies is stronger in value? (A) U.S. dollar. (B) New Taiwan dollar. (C) Japanese Yen. (D) Korean Won.

36. As a stockholder, you have the right to vote on major policy decisions, such as whether a company should issue additional stock, sell itself to outside buyers or change the board of directors.

37. The rise of China, the weakness of Japan, and a new spirit of robustness in Washington are prompting new tensions among the Pacific’s three great powers.

38. Turkey announced an economic-recovery plan. The collapse of its exchange-rate policy had forced it to drop an earlier International Monetary Fund-backed program.

39. By electing an untested billionaire as prime minister, Thailand has apparently abandoned political reform and opted for uncertainty.

40. Psychologists are divided over whether genius is innate or acquired. Nobody has yet been smart enough to figure it out.
五、中譯英（請將下列中文譯成英文，計 5 題，每題 3 分，共 15 分）

41. 王先生在找一份兼職的工作。

42. 陳總統明天將會見西藏的精神領袖達賴喇嘛。

43. 我家的住址是中華路三段十巷七號九樓。

44. 我的傳真機壞了，需要你的修理。

45. 我要將我的工廠遷往上海。